This paper introduces methods for describing properties of possibly very large state machines in terms of solutions to recursive functions and applies those methods to computer systems.
Introduction
A computer program or computing device changes state in discrete steps in response to discrete events. If E is the set of events and E * is the set of finite sequences over E, then each element s ∈ E * describes a sequence of events that drives a system from an inital state to some current state. An equation of the form
where x is a free variable over E * defines y as a discrete "state variable". The underline is a mental aid to remind us that state variables of this sort depend on the sequence parameter. If y = F (x) and z = G(x) then y < z is true if and only if F (x) < G(x) for all x ∈ E * . Three operators on these state variables make it possible to define state variables for large scale state systems while leaving F and often E implicit. The first is a kind of "zero". If nulls is the empty sequence and y = F (x) then initial y = F (nulls). So initial y is the initial state value of y. The second modifer is like "add one" -it extends the sequence by one event so that after e y = F (x.e) where s.e is the sequence obtained by appending event e to sequence s. The third operator is for substitution and, as shown below, can be used to define state variables of systems that are constructed by interconnecting parallel components in layers. For the same y let sub u y = F (u). The fun cases are when u is itself a state variable. Suppose z is sequence valued in which case sub z y = F (z) = F (G(x)).
The approach outlined above is built on three components. The first is a conception of state machines (automata) as maps F : E * → X that was mentioned in a number of works from the 1960s but made explicit in for example Arbib [1] in a slightly different form. Second, Peter [7] defined a class of primitive recursive word functions that extended primitive recursion on integers to primitive recursion on words (sequences). This formulation inspires the first two operators -although, it is related to Arbib's sequentiality property. The last operator imports a general automata product [3] -perhaps the biggest jump here. The general product offers a way of abitrarily connecting state machines so that outputs can help steer inputs. This feeback of outputs is essential for representing how computer components connect but mainstream automata theory was too entranced by Krohn-Rhodes [5] theory to look into it much.
The next section clarifies the state machine and primitive recursive function basis of the methods. Section 3 illustrates applications to simple examples and to reliable message delivery. There is a short final section on more compact notation -the limited notation used here is wordier than it needs to be in an effort to make it more readily comprehensible.
State machines
Classically, if a map γ is defined by a pair of equations γ(0) = x 0 and γ(n + 1) = α(γ(n)) where α is already defined, we know that γ is well defined on all nonnegative integers. This construction is called "primitive recursion". Peter [8] observed that the same construction works for finite sequences where appending takes the place of "add one". So if F (nulls) = x 0 and F (w.e) = G(F (w), e) then, if G is well-defined, so is F . This construction is fundamental to how state machines operate: computing the "next state" from the "current state" and the next input event.
A deterministic state machine is usually given with some variant of: M = (E, X, S, ι, δ, λ) where set E is the alphabet of events, set X is the set of outputs. The set S is the state set and ι ∈ S is the initial state. The map δ : S × E → S is the transition map and λ : S → X is the output map which defines the difference between internal state and visible state. I am going to call this a "generalized Moore machine" because it is a classical Moore machine [6] without a restriction to finite sets. All actual digital computing devices are finite state, but infinite state machines can be useful abstractions even when thinking about finite devices -as seen in the examples below.
Given a generalized Moore machine M = (E, X, S, ι, δ, λ) the primitive recursive extension of δ to sequences in E * is straightforward. Let δ * (null) = ι and let δ * (w.e) = δ(δ * (w), e). To avoid wasting another letter define: M * (w) = λ(δ * (w)). The map M * is a primitive recursive function on finite words over E. The construction of a generalized Moore machine from a map f : E * → X is straightforward as well. Suppose f : E * → X is given and define an equivalence relation as follows:
where concat is concatenation of sequences. Note that if w ∼ f z then w.e ∼ f z.e. Partition E * into sets {w} f where {w} f = {z : z ∈ E * , w ∼ f z}. Let S f = {{w} f : w ∈ E * } be the state set 1 . Then define δ f ({w} f , e) = {w.e} f and λ f ({w} f ) = f (w). The state machine defined in this way M f has initial state {null} f . It's easy to see that M * f = f . This type of construction is basically the the same as state machine minimization and is well known in a slightly different context 2 .
State machine products
Gecseg [3] has a nice formulation of a "general product" of automata that is fairly simple as a block diagram.
Adapting it to generalized Moore machines, the idea is that we have an alphabet of events E, a collection of (not necessarily distinct) generalized Moore machines M 1 . . . , M n and a collection of maps φ i : E × X 1 × . . . X n → E i . The product machine is constructed by letting each φ i steer each component state machine depending on the input from E and the "feedback" which is the output of the component machines.
has a state set consisting of the cross product S = × n i=1 S i and a transition map δ(s, a) = (δ(s 1 , e 1 ), . . . δ(s n , e n )) where s = (s 1 , . . . s n ) and e i = φ i (e, λ 1 (s 1 ), . . . λ n (s n ))
3 . The primitive recursive nature of the general product should be reasonably clear. If f i = M * i then define g i (nulls) = nulls and g i (w.s) = g i (w).φ i (e, g 1 (w), . . . g n (w)). Then F (w) = (f 1 (g 1 (w)), . . . f n (g n (w)) defines F so that F = M * for the product machine M .
State variables
For any generalized Moore machine, M , then, there is a y so that y = M * (x). If y is specified in terms of initial and after e then there is an M so that y = M * (x). Of course it is possible to define state variables that do not have solutions or that have many solutions. To accomplish the product construction with state variables, assume that we have y 1 . . . , y n . where each
A further step where components can move multiple steps on a single step of the product is also simple and preseves the state machine semantics. For this case the maps φ i are sequence valued and we use concatenation instead of appending.
after e u i = concat(u i , φ i (e, sub u 1 y 1 , ...sub u n y n ))
Say that a state variable y is "finite state" if y = f (x) where S f (the partition of E * by the equivalence relation ∼ f ) is finite. Note that if each y i is finite state, then Y is finite state in the construction above even when the feedback maps are finite sequence valued. • A mod c counter that counts events:
initial C = 0, after e C = C + 1 mod c.
Implictly C = f (x) for some f . Since initial C = f (nulls) = 0 and
f is completely defined and so is C.
• An unbounded counter that counts events:
initial C unbounded = 0, after e C unbounded = C unbounded + 1.
• Two connected mod c counters -to illustrate substitution. First define D to be composed from the previously defined mod c counter C and sub u C where u is to be defined. Here * is just ordinary multiplication.
Solve for g so that u = g(x) remembering that C = f (x).
initial u = g(nulls) = nulls after e u = g(x.e)
so g is completely defined and so is u. Now solve for h so that D = h(x).
• It is not necessary for state variables to be scalar valued. In fact, because of the nature of computer systems where code and data are fluid categories, map valued state variables are natural. Consider a queue to be a map from non-negative integers to queued values where Q(1) is the first element, Q(2) is the second and so on. To start, I'll assume we have no bound on the length of the queue, although such a thing is impossible in real-life, and that there is some special element nullv so that Q(i) = nullv if there is no value at position i. Suppose there is a set V of possible values to be put in the queue (of course, nullv / ∈ V ). The events that change queue state are deq and enq [v] for v ∈ V . Events not in those sets are just ignored.
• What about a bounded length queue? There are a number of alternatives for what happens when someone tries to push such a queue beyond its boundaries. One is to just leave it unspecified. Suppose the queue has a maximum length of c elements. Then we might only specify behavior when the queue is not empty and has never been over-filled.
CQ is a c queue if Q(1) = nullv and HighW ater < c → CQ = Q(1) initial HighW ater = 0 after e HighW ater = max{HighW ater, max {i :
In this case, Q is just used to define how the actual bounded queue must behave. There are an infinite number of maps h so that CQ = h(x) since nothing is said about the value of CQ if the high water mark is ever passed or if the queue is empty 4 .
Reliable broadcast
For a less trivial example, I'm going to describe a computer network and algorithms for committing messages. A common set of network properties is that message transmit is a broadcast (can be received by some or all other nodes), is unreliable (in that messages may not be received), and that there are no spurious messages (a received message must have been sent). To "commit" a message, a sender has to be assured that all recipients in a group have received the message. Describing this system in terms of state variables permits us to leave most of the behavior of the network unspecified, which is good because the network has an enormous number of states and depends on many parameters we don't want to even think about here. I want to begin with state variables for network nodes (the computers connected to the network). These are undoubtedly complex objects, but we only need some simple properties. Suppose we have a set Messages of messages. and a state variable T that indicates what, if any, messsage the node wants to transmit in the current state. As is common with variables like this, we need a value nullm / ∈ Messages to indicate "no message", so T = m ∈ Messages means that in the current state the node is attempting to transmit m and T = nullm means the node has nothing to say in the current state. The event alphabet E node should include one event tx to indicate that a message has been transmitted and one event rx[m] for each m ∈ Messages to indicate that message m has been received by the node 5 . There can be any number of other events in E node but those are not things we have to specify here.
To keep track of which messages the node has received and sent we can define two state variables that are set valued. R is the set of messages that have been received and S is the set of messages that have been sent. These don't necessarily correspond with anything implemented in the node computer, they are just abstract properties:
after e S = S ∪ {T } if e = tx and T ∈ Messages; T otherwise.
In a more detailed treatment, we'd probably want to make messages expire so that that, e.g. at some point a message m is no longer considered to be " received" by a node. Expiry would allow reuse of messages. For this example, however, we can assume the set of messages is effectively infinite.
Suppose we have a set N of node names and want to connect nodes together. There will be an alphabet E for the network and a relationship between network events and node events. For each node n, there is an event sequence u n ∈ E * node . Then sub u n T is the state variable T in the context of the state of node n.
Unlike the simple examples above, we don't know nearly enough to specify these completely. The initial state value will just have the node name -so that each node begins life knowing its own name.
initial u n = nulls.n We can then require that each node know its own id:
Node internal events may be very complex, but all we care about is interaction with the network. First, to keep it simple, make sure that when the network advances one step, each node advances at most one step.
after e u n ∈ {u n , u n .e , e ∈ E node } A rx[m] event needs to be associated with a tx event of the same message m 6 .
after e u n = u n .rx[m] → (∃n )( after e u n = u n .tx and sub u n T = m ∈ Messages)
There is no reciprocity -a tx event may not be associated with any receive at all. These constraints model an unreliable broadcast network with no spurious messages.
Proof by induction on state. initial sub u n1 = ∅ so there is nothing to prove. Assuming the lemma in the current state, there is only one interesting case m / ∈ sub u n1 R and m ∈ after e sub u n1 R. In this case after e u n1 = u n1 .rx[m] so (∃n 2 )sub u n2 T = m and after e u n2 = u n2 tx
The challenge is for one node to determine whether a group of other nodes have received a particular message. That is, can we define a boolean map valued state variable Commit so that for some G ⊂ N :
The obvious solution is to make each recipient send a matching acknowledgment message for each data message. Suppose we have a subset D ⊂ Messages so that for each d ∈ D and each n ∈ N there is a unique a d,n ∈ Messages which is an acknowledgment of d from n. Require that a site transmit a d,n only if it has received d and either it is node n or it is resending an ack it already received:
Let's prove this for (∃n)a d,n ∈ sub u n R =⇒ a d,n ∈ sub u n S using induction on state. Clearly true in the initial state. Suppose the left side is false in the current state and true after e. Then by lemma 1 there is some n so that after d d,n ∈ sub u n S The hypothesis says that a d,n / ∈ sub u n R so n = n and d ∈ sub u n R. Once a message is in R it stays there, so QED.
If Commit(G, m) is defined to be (∀n ∈ G)(a d,n ∈ R) the main result follows immediately.
A better method relies on cycles of receivers each taking a turn [2] to broadcast an ack. Suppose |G| = k is the number of nodes in the group and π : {0...k − 1} → G is onto. Further suppose that data and ack messages carry sequence numbers so d i and a i have the same sequence number i. First, we need to require that sequence numbers of messages that are sent are uniquely identifying (a more detailed treatment would cycle sequence numbers).
Next: a node can send an ack a i only if is resending it (if it received it already) or if π maps the sequence number mod k to the node identifier. As we increase sequence numbers, we cycle through the set of nodes.
Finally, the core of the algorithm is that acks are only sent if all previous messages and acks have been received.
Suppose d i ∈ sub u n R and Suppose a i+k ∈ sub u n R. It follows that a i+k ∈ sub u π((i+k) mod k) S which implies that there is a complete cycle of nodes in G that have received d i .
Some notes 4.1 Simplified notation
The goal here has been something that would help for sketching out designs on paper -and perhaps a basis for some automated tools as well. For scratching out specifications on paper, however, the notation for the three operators is a little wordy. Usually, I omit the underline when the state variables are clear from context. In place of initial y, I often write ↓ y. In place of after e y we can write ey -just juxtaposition. And sub u y can be written u|y borrowing some similar semantics from UNIX [9] where | is used to connect the output of the value on the left to the input of the value on the right. The general product equations starting at equation 1 above would then look like the following.
Notation is not the point of this work 7 but using this notation declutters things enough to better see, for example, what loop-free products look like.
Loop free and nearly loop free products
In a loop-free or cascade product φ i references only u i |y i . . . u n |y n : eu i = u i .φ i (e, u i |y i , ...u n |y n ).
In this case, there is no feedback -each component i sees only the output from the higher numbered components. There is a lot of work in algebraic automata theory on the algebraic consequences of such a design [5] . Systems that can be designed with this kind of communication pattern are perhaps amenable to certain optimizations. I wonder also if decompositions that are "almost" loopfree have interesting properties. Consider a shift register that shifts only left. Let cell be a state variable for a single storage cell: ecell = e. A register of n cells looks like Register = (u 1 |cell, . . . u n |cell). A loop free shift right register is implemented by defining u i as follows: In this case, Register is definitely not loop-free, but it operates in a loop-free way for each event. Does that mean anything either algebraically for the underlying monoid or for the structure of a primitive recursive word function? Certainly, engineers work to reduce communication and synchronization complexity in system design -e.g. by using time synchronization to replace handshake protocols.
